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.gq...]( ~~~ Karunamon It's possible the Chinese manufacturer was unaware of the backdoor and subsequently slipped a similar
one in. Link: [ b...]( backdoor-t3812338/) jandrese Doesn't exactly sound like the manufacturer was unaware. It's more like the
manufacturer cares more about keeping out APT32 than APT13. That's my point, no? APT32 is the Chinese equivalent of
F3/F3D, they are likely equally "for the purpose of defense and security" aware. ------ misterprime As long as Android is
software, and not hardware, then it will always be at risk of this kind of attack. This attack is more sophisticated than samba or
sshd exploits, but is more likely to be exploited because developers aren't paying attention and users never scan their phones.
This is a relatively new attack vector and the smartphones are so pervasive that it could potentially have lasting effects.
Regardless of whether you care about this kind of thing, it would be nice if it could be fixed. bichiliad >Despite the new
vulnerability, some phones, including Samsung’s Galaxy S8 and Galaxy Note 8, are safe from the eavesdropping, since they
don’t use the flaw. Hm, it seems like as the article says, phones with a software fix aren't at risk. This is great news, and
definitely worth mentioning in the title. notspanishflu The bad news is that a software fix could be a massive undertaking. It
requires a lot of testing to ensure there are no other unpatched devices that could be at risk of a similar attack. And a lot of
issues and bugs in the Samsung firmware and Android OS which have to be rectified. Thank 82157476af
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